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Abstract
Better representation of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in numerical models
is one of the keys to improving forecasts of TC structure and intensity, including rapid
intensification. To meet this goal, our recent work has used observations to improve the
eddy-diffusivity mass flux with prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (EDMF-TKE) PBL
scheme in the Hurricane Analysis and Forecast System (HAFS). This study builds on that
work by comparing a modified version of EDMF-TKE (MEDMF-TKE) with the hybrid
EDMF scheme based on a K-profile method (HEDMF-KP) in the 2020 HAFS-globalnest
model. Verification statistics based on 101 cases in the 2020 season demonstrate that
MEDMF-TKE improves track forecasts, with a reduction in a large right bias seen in
HEDMF-KP forecasts. The comparison of intensity performance is mixed, but the
magnitude of low bias at early forecast hours is reduced with the use of the MEDMF-TKE
scheme, which produces a wider range of TC intensities. Wind radii forecasts, particularly
the radius of maximum wind speed (RMW), are also improved with the MEDMF-TKE
scheme. Composites of TC inner-core structure in and above the PBL highlight and
explain differences between the two sets of forecasts, with MEDMF-TKE having a
stronger and shallower inflow layer, stronger eyewall vertical velocity, and more moisture
in the eyewall region. A case study of Hurricane Laura shows that MEDMF-TKE better
represented the subtropical ridge and thus the motion of the TC. Finally, analysis of
Hurricane Delta through a tangential wind budget highlights how and why MEDMF-TKE
leads to faster spinup of the vortex and a better prediction of rapid intensification.
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1. Introduction
The primary goals of the ongoing Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project (HFIP,
Gopalakrishnan et al. 2020) are to improve forecasts of TC intensity change and rapid
intensification, and also to improve forecasts of TC structure. Recent work
(Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013, 2021; Tallapragada et al. 2014, Zhang et al. 2015) has
demonstrated that improvements to hurricane structure representation in the forecast
models, especially in the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), lead to intensity forecast
improvements. Those works have also illustrated that inner-core observations obtained
from NOAA P3 flight missions may be key to the success of improving PBL schemes in
hurricane forecast models, and demonstrate the need to use high-quality observations in
future and ongoing model development.
In response to the proposed framework for addressing Section 104 of the Weather
Research Forecasting Innovation Act of 2017, NOAA is developing the Hurricane
Analysis and Forecast System (HAFS). HAFS is a multi-scale model and data
assimilation package currently in development, capable of providing analyses and
forecasts of the inner core structure of the TC out to 7 days, which is key to improving
size and intensity predictions, as well as the large-scale environment that is known to
influence the TC's motion (Dong et al. 2020, Hazelton et al. 2021a,b). The goal of HAFS
is to provide reliable, robust and skillful guidance on TC track and intensity (including RI),
storm size, genesis, storm surge, rainfall and tornadoes associated with TCs within the
Unified Forecast System (UFS).
Recent studies have examined the impact of various modifications to PBL
schemes to improve model forecasts of TC structure and intensity, and have shown how
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sensitive TC structure is to the choice of PBL parameterization, and configuration of the
parameterization. Upgraded schemes have improved the utility of high-resolution models
for both TC forecasting and research. Braun and Tao (2000) was an early example of
such a study, using simulations from The Pennsylvania State University–National Center
for Atmospheric Research (PSU–NCAR) fifth-generation Mesoscale Model (MM5) to
examine the impact of different PBL schemes in simulations of Hurricane Bob (1991).
They found that the intensity and precipitation structure of the TC were both very sensitive
to the choice of PBL scheme. Smith and Thomsen (2010) noted the importance of
differences in eddy diffusivity in modulating PBL structure in their idealized framework,
which was supported by observational studies and real-case simulations that will be
discussed later. Nolan et al. (2009a,b) tested and modified two PBL schemes in the
Weather Research and Forecasting model for simulations of Hurricane Isabel (2003), and
found that ocean surface roughness, vertical resolution, and horizontal resolution are all
important aspects of producing realistic PBL structure in TCs. Kepert (2012) showed that
a slab PBL model produced an unrealistic TC inflow structure compared to a scheme that
fully resolved the height in the PBL, highlighting the importance of fully resolving TC PBL
processes in order to accurately depict the structure of the inner core.
One of the key ways that PBL schemes have been improved is through the use of
state-of-the-art observational data. NOAA collects observations in the inner core of TCs
that are critical to understanding the details of TC structural evolution (e.g. Zawislak et al.
2021) and can be applied to PBL schemes. One of the first studies to take advantage of
this observational data was Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013). This study used flight-level data
that estimated eddy diffusivity, and based on this data, introduced a parameter to scale
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the vertical diffusivity in the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF)
model. Zhang et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2017) further showed how the observationsbased modifications to reduce eddy diffusivity in the HWRF PBL scheme allowed for
better prediction of TC structure and intensity (including rapid intensification). Building on
this earlier work with HWRF, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) examined two different PBL
schemes with modifications based on observations in HAFS simulations of Hurricane
Michael (2018) and demonstrated how different boundary layer schemes applied to HAFS
produced a wide variety of forecasts of structure and intensity change, based on
uncertainty in key variables like eddy diffusivity. As new PBL schemes are developed for
NOAA’s UFS, it is important to test these schemes using a variety of TC cases (beyond
just a single case study) to understand and improve their ability to represent TC structure.
This will build on the foundation of work with the HWRF model to guide the implementation
of optimized PBL schemes within the newer HAFS model for skillful prediction of TC
structure and intensity change. The prior studies have clearly demonstrated that the
choice of PBL schemes can play a big role in how the model simulates the TC inner core,
and tweaks to diffusivity and other parameters within the schemes can lead to large
changes in the prediction of TC evolution. It is important to evaluate how different
schemes and modifications alter TC structure in this newly-developed forecast system.
The current study builds on Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) and other prior studies
by examining the performance of a modified scheme over a wide variety of TC cases
spanning a large range of structures and intensities. The main focus of this paper is
comparing two different PBL schemes in otherwise identical versions of HAFS-globalnest.
Many of the recent studies examining PBL impact on TC structure have focused on
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idealized cases (e.g. Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2020), or one or two realworld cases (e.g. Braun and Tao 2000, Nolan et al. 2009). This study uniquely composites
a large dataset of cases from the 2020 hurricane season to compare how the mean TC
structure is impacted by the details of the PBL scheme using the HAFS-globalnest
forecast model. This study will help motivate and guide future development of HAFS for
both operational prediction and TC research, and motivate further observation-based
improvement to physics parameterizations in HAFS. We attempt to isolate the impact on
track, intensity, and structure biases from two different PBL schemes using 101 cases
from the 2020 season.
2. Data and Model Setup
a. Model Setup and PBL Schemes Compared
HAFS-globalnest (Hazelton et al. 2021a,b) was used in this study. The model
layout includes a large static nest covering the North Atlantic, with two-way feedback in
the global domain (e.g. Harris and Lin 2012); and 75 vertical levels with finer vertical
resolution in the PBL compared to the 2019 version of HAFS-globalnest (Hazelton et al.
2021a). In addition to the PBL schemes described below, key parameterizations include
the GFDL 6-class microphysics (Chen and Lin 2013, Zhou et al. 2019) and scale-aware
SAS convective scheme (Han et al. 2017, for the global domain only, which tests showed
improved track forecasts, not shown). Hazelton et al. (2021b) describes the model
configuration in more detail.
The effects of two different PBL schemes on TC forecasts are examined in this
study. One scheme is the Hybrid Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux scheme (HEDMF-KP)
scheme (Han et al. 2016). This parameterization uses the K-profile (KP) scheme in well-
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mixed boundary layers and also uses a simple first-order turbulence scheme based on
the Richardson number for stable boundary layers. HEDMF-KP (also sometimes known
as the hybrid EDMF scheme) was used in the operational Global Forecast System (GFS)
until an upgrade in early 2021. Prior work has made modifications to this scheme to
improve the structure of eddy diffusivity in high-wind conditions, leading to overall
improvements in TC structure forecasts in HWRF (Wang et al. 2018). This has led to
improvements in inflow angle, inflow depth, TC maximum intensity, as well as TC size.
This modified version of HEDMF-KP was used in the operational HWRF model and was
also used in initial experimental tests of HAFS during the 2019 Atlantic Hurricane Season
(Dong et al. 2020, Hazelton et al. 2021a). More recently a Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE)based scheme (Han and Bretherton, 2019) was developed for the GFS. This
parameterization bases the eddy diffusivity in the PBL on the prognostic TKE and mixing
length, with the prognostic TKE parameterized by an equation including shear and
buoyancy productions, turbulence, dissipation, and mixing length. Based on the
importance of mixing length in this scheme, a modification was made by lowering the cap
on the saturation mixing length to 100 m to better match observations of TC mixing length
in hurricane environments (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2021). This modification produced a
sharper inflow angle, lower eddy diffusivity, and a stronger TC in the simulations of
Hurricane Michael (2018) performed in that study. This modified EDMF-TKE scheme is
referred to as MEDMF-TKE hereafter, which we compare with HEDMF-KP.
Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) compared MEDMF-TKE with a simpler version of HEDMFKP (only using the alpha parameter to adjust eddy diffusivity), but only for the Hurricane
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Michael case. Here, we compare the most up-to-date versions of MEDMF-TKE and
HEDMF-KP using a large set of cases from the 2020 Atlantic hurricane season.
Figure 1 shows the eddy diffusivity for momentum at 500 m height as a function of
wind speed (Figure 1a), and inflow angle as a function of normalized radius (Figure 1b),
for individual forecast runs from the two schemes compared in this study. Observational
eddy diffusivity derived from flight-level data in several strong hurricanes (Zhang et al.
2011) and observational composites of inflow angle from GPS dropwindsonde data
(Zhang and Uhlhorn 2012) are also overlaid for comparison. A similar framework was
used to compare MEDMF-TKE with a simplied version of HEDMF-KP (using a simple
parameter to adjust eddy diffusivity) by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) in a case study of
Hurricane Michael (2018). The comparison in this study is slightly different from that in
Figure 1 of Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) due to using a different TC and also, more
importantly, because this version of HEDMF-KP already includes some modifications to
eddy diffusivity at high wind speeds (Wang et al. 2018). Still, the eddy diffusivity for
MEDMF-TKE in Fig. 1a is lower than that for HEDMF-KP. Fig. 1b shows the inflow angle
for the two schemes and the dropwindsonde composite (over a range of intensities) from
Zhang and Uhlhorn (2012). The inflow angle has been shown to be a key parameter for
understanding differences between PBL schemes (e.g. Wang et al. 2018, Gopalakrishnan
et al. 2021). The inflow angle for the two schemes both generally fall within the bounds of
the observational range for radii outside the RMW, although the inflow angle is larger for
MEDMF-TKE than HEDMF-KP, consistent with the lower eddy diffusivity. The impact of
these general characteristics of each scheme on TC evolution, including track, structure,
and intensity, will be examined in the rest of this paper.
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b. Cases Analyzed
HAFS-globalnest was run in real-time during the 2020 Atlantic hurricane season
using the MEDMF-TKE PBL scheme. For comparison purposes, a large subset of runs
was performed with HEDMF-KP (with an otherwise identical configuration), totaling 64
runs of HAFS-globalnest for key 00 UTC and 12 UTC cycles, with a total of ~120 individual
TC forecasts for comparison with the real-time runs. Note that only 101 cases were
included in the verification statistics, because the other 19 were for “invests” which were
not classified as TCs yet. Table 1 lists the TCs analyzed and the date ranges for each.
The 2020 Atlantic hurricane season featured a record number of named TCs in the
Atlantic Basin, and there was a wide variety of TCs of different sizes, intensities, and
structures covering a wide date range during the season.
3. Results
a. Basic Verification Statistics
(1) TRACK
Figure 2 shows the track forecast performance from the HAFS-globalnest
forecasts with MEDMF-TKE (real-time), and the hindcasts using HEDMF-KP. The results
clearly indicate that MEDMF-TKE had better track forecast skill during the 2020 season
than HEDMF-KP at every forecast hour after 36h. Breaking down the performance into
along-track and across-track errors reveals more details. The along-track skill was
relatively comparable, although HEDMF-KP produced a larger negative (slow) bias at
longer lead times. The much larger difference came from the cross-track bias, although it
should be noted that the sample size is small at longer lead times. The real-time HAFSglobalnest (with MEDMF-TKE) had a notable right bias at all forecast hours. The results
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here, however, indicate that HAFS-globalnest with HEDMF-KP had an even worse right
bias, with cross-track skill 40% lower than MEDMF-TKE at 120h. A case study of
Hurricane Laura presented later will examine one of the most extreme examples of this
right bias and some of the reasons for it, and the differences in the track bias between
the two schemes. Overall, the new PBL scheme, MEDMF-TKE, led to improvements in
the track forecasts in the Atlantic despite the biases present. The track forecasts for
HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE also showed skill relative to the parallel GFSv16
forecasts (the version of the GFS that became operational in 2021) from 2020 (Figure 2gh), which included the (unmodified) version of EDMF-TKE. On the global domain of
HAFS-globalnest, the track results were generally neutral in the East Pacific (not shown).
MEDMF-TKE had slightly worse track forecasts at early lead times in the West Pacific
(not shown), but slightly better at longer lead times. The sample sizes for the other basins
were too small for robust analysis, however, the present paper mostly focused on Atlantic
cases.
(2) INTENSITY
Figure 3 shows basic intensity (maximum instantaneous model wind) forecast
statistics from the real-time HAFS-globalnest forecasts using MEDMF-TKE and the
experiment using HEDMF-KP (and also GFSv16). The overall intensity error is very
similar between the two sets of HAFS forecasts, and both versions, not surprisingly,
performed better than the global model. The skill of HEDMF-KP relative to MEDMF-TKE
oscillates around 0 for all lead times. However, the bias characteristics are very different.
MEDMF-TKE has a much smaller bias than HEDMF-KP (which had a substantial negative
bias) around Days 3-4. However, at longer lead times a large positive bias develops in
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MEDMF-TKE. It should be noted, however, that the sample size is fairly small at longer
leads, which results in large error bars and increased uncertainty in the robustness of the
results for Days 5 and after. The relationship between the intensity differences and
structure differences caused by the different PBL schemes is explored in coming sections,
and an example of a case with large intensity differences is discussed.
One of the key parts of TC intensity change prediction is to correctly predict its
rapid intensification (RI). Improving forecasts of RI is one of the major goals of HFIP. To
assess the skill of RI forecasts using the two different PBL schemes, a performance
diagram (Roebber 2009) for the two schemes is shown in Figure 4. For the sake of
generating a large enough sample size for a meaningful result, intensity changes from
different forecast hour periods (e.g., 12 to 36, 24 to 48, and 96 to 120, etc) are included
together in this diagram. Also, due to similar sample size constraints, a slightly lowered
threshold is used for rapid intensification, 25 kt/24 hr, rather than the traditional 30 kt/24
hr. 25 kt/24 hr is one of the RI thresholds used in the Statistical Hurricane Intensity
Prediction Scheme (SHIPS, Kaplan et al. 2010). The model with MEDMF-TKE has better
skill in RI forecasts using this metric, with a much higher probability of detection (POD)
and also a slightly lower false alarm rate (FAR), indicating that despite the similar
performance in overall intensity skill, MEDMF-TKE was able to improve forecasts during
critical RI periods.
(3) WIND RADII
When evaluating the impacts of a PBL scheme on TC forecasts, it is important to
analyze metrics of TC structure alongside standard track and intensity. One such metric
is the wind radii. Wind radii forecasts have been examined in recent models and official
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forecasts by Cangialosi et al. (2016), and are important for the communication of TC
impacts as well as for prediction of overall TC structure. Figure 5 shows the wind radii
verification metrics for these two experiments, including four different radii (based on the
10-meter winds): 34-kt, 50-kt, 64-kt, and radius of maximum winds (RMW).

The

verifications are performed against the “Best Track” radii. For the first three metrics, the
errors are comparable between the MEDMF-TKE and HEDMF-KP forecasts. However,
the RMW bias (with RMW determined from the GFDL vortex tracker, Marchok 2002,
2021) is somewhat reduced in the forecasts with MEDMF-TKE compared to HEDMF-KP,
especially at longer lead times. Since the contraction of the RMW in TCs tends to be
associated with intensification (Shapiro and Willoughby 1982), there is likely a connection
between the differences in intensity bias and RMW bias between the two schemes. Both
schemes have a negative (too small) bias in 64-kt wind radius at longer lead times, which
could be a reflection of the model failing to fully capture eyewall replacement cycles or
extratropical transition at longer leads. This effect appears to be especially prevalent in
MEDMF-TKE, as the RMW bias also becomes negative at longer leads. However, the
sample size is low so that the uncertainty is high at these later forecast hours (as
evidenced by the large error bars). More work will be needed to fully explore these
possibilities (e.g., forecasts of eyewall replacement cycle) in the future, and examine how
differences in model resolution and changes in the PBL interact together when impacting
the structure forecasts. More details of the wind structure differences, including those
above the surface, will be explored in the next section.
b. Distributions of Intensity and Structure Biases
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To further examine the characteristics of HAFS-globalnest forecasts with each PBL
scheme, Figure 6 shows the distribution of intensity bias, RMW bias, and 34-kt wind radii
bias for the forecasts with MEDMF-TKE and HEDMF-KP. The forecasts at 72h are
chosen because they are a few days into the forecast but at a period when the sample
size is still relatively large. The distribution of intensity bias is consistent with the mean
error plots: MEDMF-TKE is shifted to the right, with fewer cases that have a low intensity
bias than HEDMF-KP. For RMW, the peak of the distribution is positive for HEDMF-KP
and negative for MEDMF-TKE, indicating that MEDMF-TKE tends to make smaller inner
cores than HEDMF-KP (consistent with the better POD for RI). There does not appear to
be a large difference in the overall distribution for R34, consistent with the similar mean
bias at 72h seen in Figure 5c. The next section will explore these structure and intensity
differences in more detail, and discuss some of the likely causes.
c. Structure Composites
One useful method for capturing the impact of PBL schemes across a wide range
of cases is to examine composites of TC structure. The impact of modifications to the
PBL scheme on the azimuthal mean TC structure has been demonstrated in prior studies
(e.g. Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013, 2021, Zhang et al. 2015). In this section, several
variables are composited in an azimuthal-mean framework to examine the impact of the
different PBL schemes on the TC primary and secondary circulations, as well as
precipitation and thermodynamic structure. As in other composite studies using model
and radar data (e.g. Rogers et al. 2013, Zhang et al. 2015), the data are normalized
relative to the RMW at z = 2 km (in normalized bins of 0.05RMW) to prevent artifacts from
averaging storms of different sizes. In addition, since quite a few 2020 cases formed or
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moved near land, we removed data points where the TC was within 3RMW of a major
land mass, to avoid complications and biases from land. A final filter was applied to
remove all TCs of less than tropical storm intensity (35 kt, 18 m s-1) to avoid including
cases where the TC circulation was broad and/or diffuse, and thus the large RMW was
not representative and suitable for normalization. The median intensities of the two sets
of composites were 63 kt (32 m s-1) for HEDMF-KP and 64 kt (33 m s-1) for MEDMF-TKE,
indicating that the storm strength samples are fairly comparable for purposes of structural
analysis.
The first composite examined was the TC tangential wind, representative of the
primary circulation (Figure 7). For both schemes, the composite shows a deep, broad
cyclonic circulation, with a peak in the eyewall at around z = 500-1000 m, generally
consistent with the dropsonde composite of Franklin et al. (2003). However, the
composite for MEDMF-TKE shows a stronger maximum, especially in the lowest 1 km of
the troposphere. A difference plot between the two schemes confirms this point, with a
composite difference of 3-4 m s-1 in the PBL near the RMW. This difference extends
upward throughout the troposphere, with the MEDMF-TKE composite 1-2 m s-1 stronger
up to ~z = 16 km. It is clear that the MEDMF-TKE scheme tends to produce deeper TCs
than the HEDMF-KP, which is likely linked to the RI forecast differences (e.g., Zhang et
al. 2017).
The radial flow (Figure 8) comparison also shows some key structural differences
between the two forecasts. MEDMF-TKE produces a stronger and slightly shallower
inflow layer than the HEDMF-KP, which should be associated with stronger supergradient
flow at the top of the PBL near the RMW (e.g., Kepert and Wang 2001). The stronger
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near-surface inflow in MEDMF-TKE indicates that there is more inward transport of
angular momentum from outer radii, which is likely one of the main reasons for a greater
rate of intensification in MEDMF-TKE (e.g., Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013;Smith and
Montgomery 2015; Zhang and Rogers 2019). There is also stronger outflow aloft in
MEDMF-TKE, indicating that the entire secondary circulation is stronger.
Evidence of a more robust and concentrated secondary circulation in MEDMF-TKE
than in HEDMF-KP was also seen in composites of vertical velocity (Figure 9a-c). In both
schemes, there is a strong updraft peaking in the 5-10 km layer and sloping outward with
height (as seen in, for example, Stern et al. 2014). However, the composite peak updraft
is clearly stronger in MEDMF-TKE. Fig. 9d-f explores forcing for the stronger updrafts
seen in MEDMF-TKE, showing the composite radial divergence in the two schemes. The
overall pattern is relatively similar in both forecasts, with the peak in radial convergence
inside the RMW in the PBL (favoring intensification, Rogers et al. 2013, Ahern et al. 2019,
Zhang et al. 2017) and divergence at the top of the eyewall updraft. The difference plots
show that these features are more pronounced in MEDMF-TKE: The radial convergence
inside the RMW in the PBL is stronger and also narrower. Note that there is slightly more
divergence around r* (where r* = R/RMW 2km) = 1-2 in MEDMF-TKE above z = 1.5 km.
This, along with stronger divergence aloft (not shown), favors stronger and more focused
updrafts inside the RMW in MEDMF-TKE, as was seen in the composites of vertical
velocity.
Finally, composites of specific humidity (in the PBL) and relative humidity (full
troposphere) are shown in Figure 10. Looking at the full-troposphere humidity, the general
structure of the two composites is similar, but the differences show that the boundary
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layer inflow and eyewall updraft are more moist in MEDMF-TKE, and the eye is drier due
to the increased subsidence and warming. According to the specific humidity comparison
in the PBL, MEDMF-TKE has a more moist inflow layer, likely due to the stronger and
shallower inflow layer resulting from lower diffusivity. These thermodynamic composites
illustrate that in addition to the increased inward transport of angular momentum,
MEDMF-TKE favors more rapid TC intensification than HEDMF-KP through increasing
moisture availability to eyewall updrafts, which along with increased subsidence in the
eye results in a warmer TC core (not shown).
Together, the composite results paint a picture of TC structure that is more
consistently conducive to intensification and contraction of the inner core in MEDMF-TKE.
These results are consistent with the comparison of RI forecast verifications between the
forecasts with these two PBL schemes.
d. Additional Structure Metrics in all individual cases
In addition to composites created by averaging the data from a large number of
separate forecasts at different times, it is worthwhile to examine the aggregate distribution
of TC structure calculated over a large set of individual cases. Figure 11 shows the
distribution of a variety of metrics used to assess the TC structure for the entire set of
cases from HEDMF-KP and MEDMF-TKE (the same subset used to create the
composites above). The first 8 metrics are direct measures of the TC structure, while the
final two metrics provide a measure of how the PBL schemes are producing different PBL
structures within the TC.
The metrics examined are:
1. Maximum wind speed (Figure 11a);
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2. 2-km RMW (Figure 11b);
3. Vortex depth (Figure 11c), defined as the height at which the tangential wind along
the RMW decreases to 50% of its value at z = 2km (Hazelton et al. 2018);
4. “Alpha parameter” (Figure 11d) describing the rate of radial decay of the tangential
wind between the RMW and 3RMW (Mallen et al. 2005).
5. RMW slope (Figure 11e) ΔR/ΔZ (Stern and Nolan 2009, Stern et al. 2014);
6. Local Rossby number (Figure 11f, Chen et al. 2018);
7. Warm-core magnitude (Figure 11g), defined as the maximum temperature
difference between the inner 15 km and the outer 200-300 km ring. (Zhang et al.
2015);
8. Warm core height (Figure 11h), defined as the height coincident with the warmcore magnitude.
9. PBL height derived from the model PBL scheme (Han et al. 2016), evaluated at
the 2-km RMW.
10. PBL height, defined as the height in the inflow layer where inflow becomes weaker
than 10% of the peak inflow (e.g. Zhang et al. 2011, 2015), and evaluated at the
RMW of 2 km altitude.
Although the median intensity was similar as noted above, the distribution of TC
intensity slightly skewed more towards stronger TCs in MEDMF-TKE than in HEDMF-KP,
consistent with the composite forcing noted above. The difference in the distribution of
RMW is consistent with the intensity differences, with MEDMF-TKE having a smaller
mean RMW in general, and a more narrow range of forecast RMW. In terms of vortex
depth, MEDMF-TKE also tended to produce TCs that were vertically deeper. HEDMF-KP
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had a sharp peak at around 12.5 km, while the peak in the distribution for MEDMF-TKE
was broader from 12-14 km. Similarly, for the alpha decay parameter, HEDMF-KP had a
peak at around 0.4, while it was ~0.5 for MEDMF-TKE, indicating that the vortices had a
sharper (or narrower) radial wind profile. The sharper and deeper vortices seen in
MEDMF-TKE are consistent with the composite structure described above.
RMW slope comparison did not show a large signal, which could be due to the fact
that there is typically a weak correlation between RMW slope and TC intensity (Stern and
Nolan 2009). The local Rossby number, a measure of both vortex size and intensity, was
larger for MEDMF-TKE than HEDMF-KP, consistent with the tendency for stronger and
smaller vortices. As with several of the metrics, the peak of Rossby number was broader
for MEDMF-TKE than HEDMF-KP, indicating a larger range of vortex structures. The
magnitude of the warm core anomaly was typically larger for MEDMF-TKE than HEDMFKP, with the relative magnitudes of peaks at around 5K and 10K flipped between the two
schemes. The warm core height distributions show an interesting pattern, however: The
peak frequency at 8 km height was larger for MEDMF-TKE than HEDMF-KP, which was
skewed towards slightly higher values. This is consistent with Zhang et al. (2015) who
found a difference in warm-core magnitude in HWRF forecasts with varying vertical
diffusion in the PBL scheme, but not a major difference in warm-core height. It is worth
noting that MEDMF-TKE had a sharper secondary peak at around z = 16 km, however.
This peak appears in the composite difference plot of MEDMF-TKE vs. HEDMF-KP (Fig.
10c). This is consistent with the full-physics simulations of Stern and Nolan (2012), which
found a double maximum warm-core structure. These structure metrics paint a picture
consistent with the composites: MEDMF-TKE leads to a more robust secondary
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circulation with stronger low-level inflow that leads to smaller TCs, sharper wind maxima,
larger warm-core anomaly, and stronger TCs.
The PBL-specific metrics highlight some of the ways in which the two schemes
examined produce different PBL structures. The PBL height based on the inflow layer
depth (Figure 11j) is smaller in the runs with MEDMF-TKE than in the runs with HEDMFKP, consistent with the smaller eddy diffusivity (e.g. Zhang et al. 2015) and also similar
to what was seen in the inflow composites (Figure 8). However, the model-derived PBL
height (Figure 11i) was different. In fact, MEDMF-TKE had a wider distribution with more
cases with a larger PBL height as calculated in the scheme itself. As discussed in Han et
al. (2016, 2019), for both of these schemes the PBL height is derived based on the Critical
Richardson number and the virtual temperature at the lowest model level and the surface.
The derived height may be larger in MEDMF-TKE due to the more moist (and warmer,
not shown) low-level inflow and larger vertical advection of TKE. This is consistent with
the stronger vertical velocity and greater eyewall reflectivity above the PBL seen in the
composites. It is somewhat counterintuitive that the two metrics of PBL height differ in this
way, but given the fact that the two schemes calculate height the same way, it is another
illustration of how the MEDMF-TKE scheme tends to produce shallower and stronger
inflow structure in TC environments, which also leads to greater influx of heat and
moisture as well as larger TKE extending to a deeper layer.
e. TC Case Studies
The composites and structure comparison statistics of all individual cases
discussed above are useful to examine how MEDMF-TKE and HEDMF-KP performed
throughout the 2020 hurricane season, and to understand the overall characteristics of
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the different schemes. To further illustrate some of these findings and how they manifest
in individual TCs, two case studies are examined next. These provide more insight into
the behavior of the two schemes and their impacts, including possible reasons for
relatively large differences in some cases.
(1) HURRICANE LAURA
The first case study examined is Hurricane Laura. Laura was one of the strongest
Atlantic TCs of 2020, making landfall near Lake Charles, Louisiana as a Category 4
hurricane in late August. The forecasts for Laura from HAFS-globalnest with MEDMFTKE and HEDMF-KP highlighted some of the differences in track between the two
configurations and the observed track (Figure 12a). Both versions of the model had a
right bias in early forecasts. However, the forecasts with MEDMF-TKE kept the TC closer
to the observed track. Both forecast intensities were too weak (Figure 12b) in this case,
at least partly due to excessive land interaction caused by the track differences, but the
forecast with MEDMF-TKE made landfall in approximately the correct place with a peak
intensity at the correct time. Some of the track differences were attributable to differences
in the subtropical ridge strength between the two schemes (Figures 12c-e). At 72h
(initialized at 00 UTC August 22), the 976-dam 300-hPa height contour showing the
western edge of the subtropical ridge was too far north compared to the GFS analysis in
both versions of the model. Some of the differences in ridge positioning may have been
due to the differences in the track itself, but the center of the ridge (denoted by the 978dam line) was notably stronger in the run with MEDMF-TKE, which kept Laura further
southwest than in the HEDMF-KP run. At 96h and then 120h (Figure 12d-e), as the tracks
began to diverge significantly, the ridge position in the run with MEDMF-TKE was notably
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stronger closer to that of the GFS analysis. It is difficult to totally disentangle the cause
and effect of differences in the position of the western edge of the ridge and the location
of the TC itself, but the large differences in the ridge over the Bahamas and Western
Atlantic (away from the TC) show that the difference in PBL schemes was enough to
affect the placement and strengths of ridges, and not just the TC structure. Future work
will explore the physical basis for this ridge difference in detail.
(2) HURRICANE DELTA
Hurricane Delta was an October hurricane that formed in the Caribbean and
underwent an initial period of RI followed by rapid weakening, and made landfall as a
Category 2 hurricane along the Yucatan Peninsula. It intensified into a major hurricane
again over the Gulf of Mexico and then weakened slightly due to vertical shear and made
landfall as a Category 2 near Lake Charles, Louisiana. The analysis here focuses on the
intensification period over the Gulf of Mexico, where there were large differences in the
intensity between the forecasts with the two PBL schemes. Figure 13 shows the track
and intensity forecasts for Delta from 12 UTC October 7 from HAFS-globalnest with
MEDMF-TKE and HEDMF-KP. These forecasts were initialized right after Delta had made
landfall in the Yucatan Peninsula. The track forecasts were very accurate in both versions
of the model. The forecasts were very different in structure and intensity, however. The
forecast with MEDMF-TKE correctly showed Delta quickly intensifying into a major
hurricane with peak winds of 105 kt within 36 hours before weakening just prior to landfall
at 60h), while the storm in the HEDMF-KP forecast intensified much more slowly and only
showed a peak intensity of approximately 80 kt. Note that the large apparent difference
between the storm intensity of HAFS and Best Track at initial time is because the TC was
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initialized over land, which affected the derivation of model-derived 10-meter wind that is
used for these intensity plots. Examining the impact of the HAFS land surface model on
TC wind over land is a planned subject of future investigation.
There were several NOAA P-3 flights into Hurricane Delta, which provided the
opportunity to evaluate the forecast structure through comparison with radar data
collected by the aircraft. A comparison for this model cycle is shown in Figure 14. The
large-scale shear is nearly the same in both forecasts and observations, with less than
10 kt of shear from the SSE. The storm structure of the two forecasts is also fairly similar,
but there are some subtly key differences that likely impacted the intensification of Delta.
The wind field was more compact and focused near the inner core in MEDMF-TKE than
HEDMF-KP (Figure 14b,d). The heavy convection and precipitation was focused near
Delta’s eyewall in MEDMF-TKE and observations, while in HEDMF-KP the precipitation
in the rainbands outside of the eyewall was heavier (Figure 14a,c). As discussed in
several studies (e.g. Rogers et al. 2013, Hazelton et al. 2017; Zhang and Rogers 2019),
more symmetric convection concentrated inside the RMW tends to favor intensification
more than outer core convection. This is also consistent with the composite results above,
with reflectivity typically higher in the eyewall in MEDMF-TKE. The precipitation was also
more symmetric on the upshear (SE) side in MEDMF-TKE, which was more consistent
with observations (Figure 14e). Symmetric precipitation like this has been shown to be an
important precursor for RI in some cases (e.g. Fischer et al. 2018, Alvey et al. 2020).
The comparison with airborne radar demonstrated the importance of the smaller
core in MEDMF-TKE in the Hurricane Delta case. To illustrate exactly how the two
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schemes differed in the spin-up of Hurricane Delta during this forecast cycle, we examine
a budget of the tangential wind tendency, given by:

The terms on the right hand side represent, respectively, the mean spin up by mean radial
influx of mean absolute vorticity, the mean vertical advection of mean tangential
momentum, the spin up due to eddy flux of vorticity by eddy radial flow, the eddy vertical
advection of the eddy angular momentum, the perturbation pressure gradient force, and
the diffusion terms (both horizontal and vertical). The brackets indicate terms that are
azimuthally averaged. A similar form of this equation has been used to understand TC
spin-up in both azimuthal mean (Smith et al. 2017) and asymmetric (Leighton et al. 2018,
Green et al. 2021) frameworks. Figure 15 shows the first four individual terms from
Equation 3.1, a residual term encompassing the last three terms, and the total tangential
wind tendency for both schemes used to forecast Hurricane Delta at 15h. The tangential
wind tendency is much greater in the run with MEDMF-TKE than the run with HEDMFKP and focused inside the RMW, indicating more efficient spin-up and contraction of the
vortex. In the PBL, the term that contributes most strongly is the mean radial flux of
vorticity. This term is positive in the PBL in both schemes but much stronger in the run
with MEDMF-TKE due to stronger inflow (consistent with the composite results). The
mean radial eddy flux term and the residual terms show a more random pattern and
largely tend to offset. Above the PBL, the mean and eddy vertical advection are both
positive, showing the importance of these terms for spinning up the TC in the mid levels.
As the comparison with radar showed, these terms are likely larger in MEDMF-TKE due
to the concentration of upward vertical motion near the TC core. In MEDMF-TKE, the
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stronger PBL inflow brought more angular momentum inward and led to more upward
motion near the core, helping to spin up the low-level vortex and then advect that
momentum vertically. Some of the same processes occurred in HEDMF-KP, but the
different PBL structure and weaker influx of momentum meant that they were slower to
spin up the vortex. Turbulence above the PBL in the eyewall can be a key source of
differences in intensity and structure, as shown by Zhu et al. (2019, 2021), and this
appears to be reflected in the differences in the spin-up aloft between their schemes.
4. Discussion, Concluding Summary, and Future Work
This study demonstrates the performance of two PBL schemes in the NOAA’s
Hurricane Analysis and Forecast System and helps to motivate further improvements.
Performances of the K-profile Hybrid-EDMF (HEDMF-KP) scheme, used in the
operational HWRF and initial tests of HAFS, and the EDMF scheme with the prognostic
TKE (EDMF-TKE), used in the operational GFS as of early 2021 and tested (in a modified
form, MEDMF-TKE, with reduced mixing length) in the 2020 real-time HAFS-globalnest
experiment (Hazelton et al. 2021b) are evaluated. A large sample of cases from the 2020
season is examined, to see how the biases in TC forecast metrics, as well as TC structure,
vary between the two sets of forecasts. This will inform future development of PBL
schemes in HAFS.
Track statistics demonstrated that MEDMF-TKE performed better than HEDMFKP overall, with a reduced right-of-track bias in several cases, including Hurricane Laura
in August 2020. In the Laura case, this was due to a better representation of the
subtropical ridge, specifically a slightly stronger ridge to the north of Laura, in the MEDMFTKE forecasts. The overall comparison of intensity statistics was mixed, but MEDMF-TKE
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produced better forecasts of TC rapid intensification. The lack of ocean coupling in the
current configuration of HAFS-globalnest may be responsible for some of the positive
intensity bias at longer lead times, as some preliminary tests with a coupled version of
stand-alone-regional HAFS (HAFS-SAR, not shown) showed very promising intensity
improvement, with reduced bias at longer lead times (forecast days 4 and onward).
There were notable differences in TC structure as well, shown in both the
composites and the calculated structure metrics in all individual cases. MEDMF-TKE
tended to produce storms that had smaller RMW, deeper and narrower vortices, and a
more robust warm-core response, especially at upper levels. The composites of radial
wind and radial convergence showed stronger and narrower inflow in MEDMF-TKE than
HEDMF-KP, and enhanced convergence radially inward of the RMW. This was reflected
in the vertical structure as well, with stronger and more concentrated eyewall updrafts
and a more moist eyewall in MEDMF-TKE than in HEDMF-KP. These structure
differences are consistent with the intensity bias differences, with MEDMF-TKE producing
stronger TCs on average. The enhanced inflow advecting more absolute angular
momentum toward the TC center promotes greater spin-up of the azimuthal mean vortex
(Smith and Montgomery 2015), and the stronger convergence inside the RMW favors
stronger updrafts and therefore a stronger TC (Zhang et al. 2017; Zhang and Rogers
2019). Similar results have been seen in observational composites using both
dropwindsonde and radar data (e.g. Ahern et al. 2019; Rogers et al. 2013). This results
in a TC with stronger maximum tangential wind near the RMW and a drier but warmer
eye in MEDMF-TKE.
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The analysis of the tangential wind tendency budget illustrates how several of the
processes shown in the composite structure contribute to the spin-up of the TC vortex, a
process that was typically stronger in MEDMF-TKE:
1) Azimuthal mean radial inflow transports absolute angular momentum inward and
helps spin up the mean TC circulation. Stronger and shallower inflow tends to
enhance this process, as seen in MEDMF-TKE.
2) Stronger azimuthal mean inflow leads to stronger radial convergence and an
enhancement of the mean eyewall updraft, which helps advect more momentum
vertically and spin up the TC through the depth of the troposphere. Enhanced
latent heat release and forced subsidence in the eye lead to a more robust warm
core, lowering the central pressure and favoring further enhancement of the lowlevel inflow.
3) The stronger low-level inflow and convergence also favor small-scale updrafts that
are focused inside the RMW, and these features contribute to eddy spin-up of the
tangential wind field, and also tend to warm the TC core and help lower the
pressure when they are focused inside the RMW.
Ongoing work is focused on continued improvement to the EDMF-TKE scheme.
The mixing length tuning method described in Gopalakrishnan et al. (2021) will be
evaluated through comparison with additional observations (e.g., Zawislak et al. 2021)
and large eddy simulations (e.g., Bryan et al. 2017). Methods for including parameters in
the PBL schemes to account for the effects of wind shear on PBL structure (Rodier et al.
2017) will also be explored. Also, Figure 1 showed that the inflow angle (and to some
extent the eddy diffusivity) for MEDMF-TKE was actually further away from observations
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than HEDMF, yet it produced better forecasts of rapid intensification and structure. This
indicates that there needs to be further examination of the details of how the TC structure
is reacting to the PBL physics (and other physics), including comparisons with more
extensive observational datasets that can provide better information about the vertical
profile of eddy diffusivity as well as variability across different kinds of TCs. We also plan
to develop a larger and more detailed dropsonde composite of inflow angle to examine
the dependency of inflow angle on intensity and location in the TC, which will allow for
better comparison with model data. Finally, a recent study using HAFS (Zhu et al. 2021)
has demonstrated that, in the EDMF-KP scheme, the formulation of the Brunt-Vaisala
frequency can impact turbulence in the eyewall above the PBL, and have a significant
effect on TC structure and intensity. It will be worthwhile to examine how stability and
turbulence above the PBL are handled in the MEDMF-TKE scheme and whether some
of the same modifications applied to EDMF-KP will be useful in the TKE-based scheme
as well. Investigation of possible interaction between turbulent mixing schemes within and
above the PBL and its effects on TC intensity change is also recommended. Finally, we
plan to examine how the choice and configuration of PBL scheme, and the interaction
between the PBL scheme and other physics (such as the convective scheme) impacts
large-scale synoptic flow (and biases in the flow) in HAFS, to improve medium-to-longrange TC track forecasts.
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Storm ID

Storm Name

# Cases

First/Last Initialization Date

AL07

Gonzalo

3

12 UTC Jul 7/12 UTC Jul 23

AL08

Hanna

2

00 UTC Jul 23/12 UTC Jul 23

AL09

Isaias

3

00 UTC July 30/00 UTC July 31

AL11

Josephine

1

00 UTC Aug 12

AL13

Laura

10

00 UTC Aug 20/12 UTC Aug 24

AL14

Marco

9

00 UTC Aug 21/12 UTC Aug 24

AL17

Paulette

18

00 UTC Sep 7/00 UTC Sep 16

AL18

Rene

10

12 UTC Sep 9/12 UTC Sep 14

AL19

Sally

9

00 UTC Sep 12/00 UTC Sep 16

AL20

Teddy

7

00 UTC Sep 13/00 UTC Sep 16

AL21

Vicky

2

12 UTC Sep 15/00 UTC Sep 16

AL25

Gamma

3

00 UTC Oct 05/00 UTC Oct 06

AL26

Delta

6

00 UTC Oct 05/00 UTC Oct 08

AL27

Epsilon

3

00 UTC Oct 20/12 UTC Oct 25

AL28

Zeta

5

00 UTC Oct 25/00 UTC Oct 27

AL29

Eta

5

00 UTC Nov 1/00 UTC Nov 3

AL31

Theta

5

12 UTC Nov 13/12 UTC Nov 15

Table 1: List of cases and date ranges analyzed.
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Figure 1: a) Eddy diffusivity (m2s-1) as a function of wind speed (ms-1) for the HEDMF-KP (blue)
and MEDMF-TKE (red) schemes. Observational estimates of eddy diffusivity from Zhang et al.
(2011) are shown in black. b) Surface inflow angle as a function of radius normalized by the radius
of maximum wind for the HEDMF-KP (blue) and MEDMF-TKE (red) schemes. Observational
inflow angle (including confidence intervals) from Zhang and Uhlhorn (2012) is shown in black.
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Figure 2: a) Track error (n mi) for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMFKP (blue). b) Track skill of HAFS-globalnest with HEDMF-KP relative to MEDMF-TKE. c)
Along-track bias for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMF-KP (blue). d)
Along-track Track skill of HAFS-globalnest with HEDMF-KP relative to MEDMF-TKE. e)
As in c), but for across-track bias. f) As in d), but for across-track skill. g) As in a), but also
including GFSv16 results (light blue). h) As in f), but also including GFSv16 results (light
blue). The black numbers show the sample size at each lead time. The error bars show
the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3: a) Mean intensity error (kt) for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE (red) and
HEDMF-KP (blue). b) Mean intensity bias (kt) for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE
(red) and HEDMF-KP (blue). The thick dashed black line shows the 0 bias line. c) Intensity
skill of HAFS-globalnest with HEDMF-KP relative to MEDMF-TKE. The red numbers
show the sample size at each lead time. d) As in b), but also including GFSv16 results
(light blue). The black numbers show the sample size at each lead time. The error bars
show the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 4: Performance diagrams for rapid intensification forecasts for HAFS-globalnest
with MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMF-KP (blue) for the 25-kt/24h metric. The x-axis shows
the success ratio (1 minus the false alarm ratio) and the y-axis shows the probability of
RI detection. The dashed lines are the bias scores and the solid lines are the critical
success index (CSI). See Roebber (2009) for more details.
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Figure 5: a) Mean 34-kt (1 kt = 0.51 m s-1) wind radii bias for HAFS-globalnest with
MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMF-KP (blue). b) As in a), but for 50-kt wind radii bias. c) As
in a), but for 64-kt wind radii bias. d) As in a), but for radius of maximum winds (RMW)
bias. The numbers along the bottom show the sample size at each lead time. The error
bars show the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 6: a) Distribution of intensity bias at 72h for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE.
b) Distribution of RMW bias at 72h for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE. c) Distribution
of R34 bias at 72h for HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE. d) As in a), but with HEDMFKP. e) As in b), but with HEDMF-KP. f) As in d), but with HEDMF-KP.
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Figure 7: a) Composite tangential wind (m s-1) for the forecasts using the MEDMF-TKE
scheme from the surface to z = 18 km. b) As in a), but for the forecasts using the HEDMFKP scheme. c) Difference in tangential wind (m s-1) between the forecasts using MEDMFTKE and the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 18 km. d) As in a),
but only up to z = 3 km. e) As in b), but only up to z = 3 km. f) As in c), but only up to z =
3 km.
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Figure 8: a) Composite radial wind (m s-1) for the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE scheme
from the surface to z = 18 km. b) As in a), but for the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP
scheme. c) Difference in radial wind (m s-1) between the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE
and the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 18 km. d) As in a), but
only up to z = 3 km. e) As in b), but only up to z = 3 km. f) As in c), but only up to z = 3
km.
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Figure 9: a) Composite vertical velocity (m s-1) for the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE
scheme from the surface to z = 18 km. b) As in a), but for the forecasts using the HEDMFKP scheme. c) Difference in vertical velocity (m s-1) between the forecasts using MEDMFTKE and the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 18 km. d) Composite
radial divergence (10-4 s-1) for the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE scheme from the surface
to z = 3 km. e) As in d), but for the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP scheme. f) Difference
in radial divergence (10-4 s-1) between the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE and the forecasts
using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 3 km. In all panels, radial convergence is
negative and radial divergence is positive.
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Figure 10: a) Composite temperature (K) for the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE from the
surface to z = 18 km. b) As in a), but for the forecasts using HEDMF-KP. c) Difference in
temperature (K) between the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE and the forecasts using the
HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 18 km. d) Composite relative humidity (%) for the
forecasts using MEDMF-TKE scheme from the surface to z = 18 km. e) As in a), but for
the forecasts using HEDMF-KP. f) Difference in relative humidity (%) between the
forecasts using MEDMF-TKE and the forecasts using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to
z = 18 km. g) Composite specific humidity (g kg-1) for the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE
from the surface to z = 3 km. h) As in g), but for the forecasts using HEDMF-KP. i)
Difference in specific humidity (g kg-1) between the forecasts using MEDMF-TKE and the
forecasts using the HEDMF-KP from the surface to z = 3 km.
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Figure 11: a) Histogram (normalized by total number of cases) of intensity for HAFSglobalnest with HEDMF-KP (blue) and MEDMF-TKE (red). b) As in a), but for 2-km RMW.
c) As in a), but for vortex depth. d) As in a), but for the alpha decay parameter. e) As in
a), but for RMW slope. f) As in a), but for Rossby number. g) As in a), but for core
temperature anomaly. h) As in a), but for core temperature anomaly height. i) As in a),
but for model-derived PBL height. i) As in a), but for PBL height based on 10% of the
peak inflow magnitude.
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Figure 12: a) Tracks of Hurricane Laura for the HAFS-globalnest forecasts with MEDMFTKE (red) and HEDMF-KP (blue) initialized at 00 UTC August 22, 2020, and run for 168
hours. The “Best Track” is shown in black. b) As in a), but for intensity (kt). c) 500-hPa
height (dam) for the HAFS-globalnest forecasts with MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMF-KP
(blue) initialized at 00 UTC August 22, 2020 and valid at 72h. The GFS analysis is shown
in black. The TC symbols show the forecast (red, blue) and observed (black) positions of
Laura at this time. d) As in c), but valid at 96h. e) As in c), but valid at 120h.
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Figure 13: a) Track forecasts for Hurricane Delta initialized at 12 UTC October 7, 2020
from HAFS-globalnest with MEDMF-TKE (red) and HEDMF-KP (blue). “Best Track”
observations are shown in black. b) As in a), but for intensity forecasts (kt, 1 kt = 0.51
ms-1).
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Figure 14: a) 2-km reflectivity (dBZ) and wind barbs from the HAFS-globalnest forecast
for Hurricane Delta with MEDMF-TKE initialized at 12 UTC October 7, valid at 12h. The
arrow shows the 850-200 hPa shear vector b) From the same forecast in a), but showing
2-km wind speed (shaded), and 2-km (black) and 5-km (gray) streamlines. c) As in a), but
for the forecast with HEDMF-KP. d) As in b), but for the forecast with HEDMF-KP. e) As
in a), but for P-3 observations of Delta between 2337 UTC October 7 and 0238 UTC
October 8. f) As in b), but for P-3 observations of Delta between 2337 UTC October 7 and
0238 UTC October 8.
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Figure 15: Tangential wind tendency equation terms (m s -1 hr-1) for the forecast with
MEDMF-TKE (right column) and HEDMF-KP (left column) for Hurricane Delta initialized
at 12 UTC October 7, valid at 15h. The terms are: mean radial influx of mean absolute
vorticity (a,b), mean vertical advection of mean tangential momentum (c,d), eddy flux of
eddy momentum (e,f), vertical eddy flux of tangential momentum (g,h), the residual term
including the pressure gradient force and diffusivity effects (i,j), and the total tangential
wind tendency (k, l). The azimuthal mean RMW is shown in the black dots.
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